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A study of the music and ritual at Saint-Denis from the sixth to the sixteenth century, this book is based on an
examination of the liturgical books and archival sources relating to the abbey, in particular the surviving service-books,
which tell us much about the history of the music and of the.

The abbey-church was designated a "basilica" in Merovingian times. In the 12th century the abbot of
Saint-Denis, Suger, still qualified it in his works as a "basilica". This qualifier was applied from the 4th
century to churches whose floor plans were the same as those of Roman civic buildings with three naves, used
for trade and the administration of justice. They were often erected outside towns and over the tomb of a saint.
They were the site of a major pilgrimage and often the cause for the development of a neighbourhood or
borough, like the town of Saint-Denis, which developed around the abbey and its economic potential. Basilica
is also an honorary title given to all kinds of churches, of all eras, that were the seat of a major pilgrimage.
Only a cathedral is of superior rank. In , the basilica was elevated to cathedral status, a name derived from
"cathedra", meaning the seat of the bishop, the head of the diocese located there. The first building rises from
the tomb of Saint Denis, a missionary bishop who died under the yoke of Roman rule in the second part of the
3rd century. The body of the saint attracted many princely burials around him from the late 4th century.
Besides a partly Carolingian crypt, the remains of the building consecrated in the presence of Charlemagne in ,
the basilica preserves the testimony of buildings that were decisive for the evolution of religious architecture:
A place of remembrance from the early Middle Ages, the Dionysian monastery was able to link its fate to that
of the monarchy, gradually asserting itself as the privileged tomb of the royal dynasties, taking advantage of
the cult of Saint Denis. Forty-two kings, thirty-two queens, sixty-three princes and princesses and ten men of
the kingdom rest in peace there. With over seventy recumbent effigies and monumental tombs, the royal
necropolis of the basilica is today the most significant group of funerary sculptures from the 12th to the 16th
century in Europe. But the basilica of Saint-Denis was not the "graveyard of the kings" from the beginning of
the Frankish kingdom as qualified by a chronicler of the 13th century. At the accession of the Capetians in , its
role as a royal necropolis gradually became confirmed and most sovereigns were buried there until the 19th
century; although, for political, religious or personal reasons, some kings, like Philip I in , Louis VII in , Louis
XI in , Charles X in and Louis-Philippe in , would be buried in other places. Throughout history the Frankish
kings were always in search of legitimacy, which partly explains their will to be buried with the relics of Saint
Denis, Rusticus and Eleutherius all three having been martyred together. By way of their powers, the kings
thought they had acquired power and protection during their life, particularly for their battles, and for going
directly to Paradise. The rallying cry of the knights on the battlefield in the 12th and 13th centuries, "Montjoie
Saint Denis! This standard is a beautiful image of the personal union between the abbey, the patron saint and
the king. This ensign was always raised in time of war by the rulers who came to collect it from the hands of
the abbot on the altar of the holy martyrs. It is one of the major objects of the mediaeval epic around which a
first national sentiment formed. A copy, little conform to the original, remains in the basilica. In ,
revolutionaries attacked the symbols of the monarchy, but the basilica escaped total destruction. In , Napoleon
Bonaparte ordered the restoration of the building. She undoubtedly had the tomb of Saint Denis expanded or
had a building built around it in The development of a vast necropolis, which extended well beyond the
church, in the 6th and 7th centuries, led to expanding the church. Many high-ranking figures, mostly women,
were then buried "ad sanctos" as close to the saint as possible. The discovery in of the sarcophagus of Queen
Arnegunde, daughter-in-law of Clovis, who died around , shows the power of attraction of the sanctuary in
this early period. Fifty years later, in , King Dagobert was the first Frankish king to be buried in the basilica of
Saint-Denis. Dagobert distinguished himself by making generous donations to the abbey and legend has it that
he created the Saint-Denis fair that was held each October and was a great source of wealth for the monastery.
Charles Martel died in Even though he was only the Mayor of the Palace he was given a prestigious burial,
opposite the great King Dagobert. He thus enabled his family, the Pippinids, future Carolingians, to rise to the
ranks of the greatest noblemen. His recumbent effigy, created in the 13th century, shows him crowned as the
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Capetians considered him as the ancestor of the great Carolingian dynasty. He was the first Frankish sovereign
to be crowned as the image of God on earth in the image of king David. On this occasion he had the church
rebuilt along the lines of the Roman buildings known as basilicas. Featuring a wooden ceiling, dozens of
marble columns and decorated with thousands of oil lamps, for the first time it was combined with a crypt that
housed the relics of Saint Denis until the 12th century. A few remains of this Roman-style martyrium,
decorated with paintwork imitating marble, can still be seen. Recumbent effigies said to be commissioned by
Saint Louis Louis IX Saint Louis , who was canonised in , was called a "superman" by the pope. A man of
great faith, this king was particularly attached to Saint-Denis. The series of 16 recumbent effigies, said to be
commissioned by Saint Louis in around , is the largest funerary sculpture series of the European Middle Ages.
Today 14 of the original sculptures remain. They are placed in both arms of the transept, virtually in their old
locations evidenced by 18th-century engravings. The mediaeval effigies, said to be commissioned by Saint
Louis, are designed on the model of the statue-columns that decorate church portals. In the 13th century, they
were among the first funerary sculptures made for the abbey of Saint-Denis. Previously, only the engraved
stone slabs arranged on the floor near the altar marked the location of the royal tombs. The reorganisation of
the necropolis, launched by the Capetian rulers, led to the discovery and transfer of the remains of the 16
sovereigns, buried between the 7th and 12th centuries. Their bones were then placed in boxes above which 16
recumbent figures with idealised faces were installed, a majestic expression of the royal function. The mode of
representation of these sculptures is relatively uniform. The sovereigns wear a crown and carry a sceptre.
These recumbent effigies, which were originally painted in bright colours, are dressed in the fashion of the
13th century. They are not represented dead; they have their eyes open to the eternal light. They assert belief
in the Resurrection. They are turned towards the east, towards the sunrise, the image of Christ whose return
they await. But the layout desired by the Capetian rulers was also political. Through this grandiose setting,
Louis IX developed the myth of monarchical continuity between the Merovingians, Carolingians and
Capetians and aimed to link his family to Charlemagne, the most impressive figure in mediaeval monarchical
ideology. The inscriptions on the new tombs identify the kings and queens and clarify the genealogies. It thus
symbolises, in the Capetian family, "the return to the throne of the race of Charlemagne". Indeed, in the 11th
century, Saint Valery had prophesied that the Capetian kingdom could only be maintained up to the seventh
king, which was precisely Philip Augustus, father of Louis VIII. This series was completed in around by
erecting a magnificent tomb of goldsmithery in honour of Saint Louis, "the most beautiful tomb in the world"
according to his chronicler Guillaume de Nangis. Thus the accomplishment of this sculpted series ensured the
title of royal necropolis to Saint Denis, to which its abbots had long aspired, and offered the Capetian dynasty
a legitimacy and prestige that it had hitherto been lacking. Capetian pride This prestige was also disseminated
by books. At the end of the Middle Ages the library of the monastery was the largest in the kingdom. The role
of the abbey was to maintain, establish and disseminate the memory of the reigning dynasty. At the request of
Saint Louis, the monk Primat translated a huge set of texts for the first time into French, a first draft of the
history of France. This compilation of official chronicles of the kingdom grew until the 15th century, under
the name of Grandes Chroniques de France. By elaborating texts favourable to the monarchy, just as by
creating sculpted images of the kings, the Capetian dynasty associated the ancient origins of the Frankish
kingdom to those of its family. Over 70 recumbent effigies are kept at Saint-Denis, some of which come from
churches that have been destroyed. In addition to the 14 recumbent effigies commissioned by Saint Louis,
there are also tombs of Capetians in Saint-Denis: Du Guesclin, Louis de Sancerre. At the feet of the effigies,
usually those of women, dogs symbolise fidelity. But this fidelity is rather that of the guide dogs of the soul of
the deceased in the subterranean realms of death. The lion, often at the feet of men, represents power, strength,
but also the Resurrection, because a legend assured that the lion cub does not open its eyes until three days
after birth. In the Middle Ages, three effigies were generally sculpted for sovereigns: The king was thus
honoured by three tombs. This multiplication of tombs resulted from the difficulty of preserving the body
during its transportation. After death, the abdomen of the deceased was opened to remove the entrails.
Followed by the ablation of the heart. A heart recumbent effigy is identified by the presence of a small heart
sculpted in the left hand of the figure and an entrails recumbent effigy can be identified by the presence of a
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small bag in the hand of the figure. Saint-Denis housed the noblest recumbent effigies: Body preservation
techniques were rudimentary in the Middle Ages. During transportation, the body was covered with salt,
spices and wine which played the role of an antiseptic. The most surprising aspect was the custom used at that
time, in particular by Saint Louis, which was to boil the body in order to separate the flesh from the bone.
When the sovereign died of dysentery in Carthage, the flesh of the holy king was buried in the Cathedral of
Monreale, in Sicily, and the bones were transported to Saint-Denis. From the Col de la Chapelle, located in the
north of Paris, to the royal abbey, Philip III the Bold carried the ashes of his father on his shoulders; a route
that has since been marked by a series of seven pilgrimage stops identified by crosses and royal sculptures,
Les Montjoies. The invention of two-level Renaissance-style monuments probably arose from funeral
ceremonies. On the death of the king, from the time of Charles VI to that of Henry IV, a funerary effigy of the
king was created with a face in wax, which was given solemn meals several times a day. Lying in state, this
model represented the permanence of the monarchy. On the day of the burial, the coffin was placed inside a
catafalque, while the effigy was placed on another platform The tomb of Francis I celebrates the knight-king,
victorious at Marignan in , whereas that of Catherine de Medici celebrates religious and Catholic themes, and
illustrates Italian Mannerist sensitivity. Before the Revolution, all the royal bodies of mediaeval and
Renaissance rulers were buried directly under the sculpted monuments. Because of a lack of space, the
Bourbons, starting with Henry IV, were laid to rest in the central part of the crypt, which gradually became the
burial vault of the Bourbons. These sovereigns were laid in plain lead coffins encased in wood. France, at war
against all European nations for the defence of the Republic, needed metal to make weapons. This is why the
lead roof of the basilica was melted down as well as several metal plates and tombs. In Saint-Denis, it was not
the wrath of the people that carried out the destruction, but the Convention who, in August , paid a contractor
and workers to dismantle and destroy some of the tombs. In autumn , the royal remains buried in the tombs of
the basilica were thrown, mixed with lime, into two mass graves in the cemetery north of the abbey, the
current Pierre de Montreuil garden. Workmen, armed with pickaxes and crowbars, opened the coffins. A
report on the exhumation of the bodies was drawn up by Dom Poirier, a scrupulous witness of these days.
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2: Top shelves for The Service Books Of The Royal Abbey Of Saint Denis
The Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis was founded in honour of Dionysius, one of seven missionaries sent from Rome to
Gaul around It grew to be one of the most powerful monasteries in western Christendom and enjoyed a central position
in French history as the first Gothic abbey, royal necropolis, and place of origin of the chronicles of the kings.

This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. February Learn how and when to remove this template
message Until the 3rd century, Saint-Denis was a small settlement called Catolacus or Catulliacum, probably
meaning "estate of Catullius", a Gallo-Roman landowner. Shortly after his grave became a shrine and a
pilgrimage centre, with the building of the Abbey of Saint Denis , and the settlement was renamed
Saint-Denis. In , during the French Revolution , Saint-Denis was renamed Franciade in a gesture of rejection
of religion. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. November Learn how and when to remove this template message During its
history, Saint-Denis has been closely associated with the French royal house. Starting from Dagobert I c.
However, Saint-Denis is older than that. In the 2nd century, there was a Gallo-Roman village named Catolacus
on the location that Saint-Denis occupies today. Saint Denis , the first bishop of Paris and patron saint of
France, was martyred in about and buried in the cemetery of Catolacus. It was this chapel that Dagobert I had
rebuilt and turned into a royal monastery. Dagobert granted many privileges to the monastery: During the
Middle Ages , because of the privileges granted by Dagobert, Saint-Denis grew to become very important.
Merchants from all over Europe and indeed from the Byzantine Empire came to visit its market. In , Abbot
Suger , counselor to the King, granted further privileges to the citizens of Saint-Denis. He also started the
work of enlarging the Basilica of Saint Denis that still exists today, often cited as the first example of high
early Gothic Architecture. Battle of Saint-Denis The Protestants were defeated, but the Catholic commander
Anne de Montmorency was killed. His successor, Louis XV â€” , whose daughter was a nun in the Carmelite
convent , took a lively interest in the city: During the French Revolution, not only was the city renamed
"Franciade" from to , but the royal necropolis was looted and destroyed. The remains were removed from the
tombs and thrown together; during the French Restoration , since they could not be sorted out anymore, they
were reburied in a common ossuary. After France became a republic and an empire , Saint-Denis lost its
association with royalty. On 1 January , the city of Paris was enlarged by annexing neighbouring communes.
During the 19th century, Saint-Denis became increasingly industrialised. Transport was much improved: By
the end of the century, there were 80 factories in Saint-Denis. The presence of so many industries also gave
rise to an important socialist movement. In , Saint-Denis elected its first socialist administration, and by the s,
the city had acquired the nickname of la ville rouge, the red city. There were several acts of sabotage and
strikes , most notably on 14 April at the Hotchkiss factory. After the war, the economic crisis of the s and s hit
the city, which was strongly dependent on its heavy industry. During the s, however, the city started to grow
again. The stadium is used by the national football and rugby teams for friendly matches. The Coupe de
France , Coupe de la Ligue and Top 14 final matches are held there, as well as the Meeting Areva international
athletics event. On 13â€”14 November , Saint-Denis was the main location of a series of mass shootings and
hostage-takings just outside the Stade de France. On 18 November, a major follow-up raid occurred. Several
suspects were killed, including alleged mastermind Abdelhamid Abaaoud. February Learn how and when to
remove this template message Motto: The coat of arms are described in Old French by the phrase:
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The Service-Books of the Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis: Images of Ritual and Music in the Middle Ages (by Robertson,
Anne Walters and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at
www.enganchecubano.com

Not that monks were immune to the effects of original sin, or a monastic community exempt from its
disruptive social consequences; but in the monastic community Augustine saw a kind of prefiguring of the
heavenly Cityâ€¦. The monastery, far from providing the model for other societies, defined the permanent
challenge to all other forms of social existence. Less initial demands for style Though Romanesque churches
were popular elsewhere in Europe, the Ile-de-France never had a firm style to build on. Because of this there
were less assumptions made about what a church should be and a new emphasis on local traditions led to
uniqueness and inovation. The bishops were thus in a position to take advantage of the opportunity to stir up
popular enthusiasm for each town or commune to strive with its neighbors as to which could build the finest
church. Pointed arches were found in Normandy and Burgundy. Cylindrical columns were in ancient Rome in
Egypt before that. Denise derived the triple portal of the west front from the arch of Constantine in Rome. The
architect pulled many things from international sources to make something completely new. Enlarge the
volume using a modular principle Honest forms, less ornamentation The modern vault could be repeated to
create a bay. Rational modulation opened new possibilities in form. The new style would be less grandiose,
more profound. Be like ancient Rome Carrying on this Romanesque value, the Gothic looks back to the lost
fathers of learning in Rome and Greece for knowledge and wisdm. And she has never displayed the splendor
of her power more gloriously than when she united the strength of her members and triumphed at the very
same time over the Roman emperor and, although King Louis was absent, the English king. Unity of space
and experience The building emphasizes relationships of parts toward a total unity. Each detail reinforces an
over-arching vision: In Romanesque buildings the subjects of sculpture are loosely strung together, and chosen
quite haphazardly. In Saint-Denis they are based on a coherent theological plan, and each piece of sculpture is
part of that plan. Unlike how we understand symbolism today, Gothic symbolism avoided mimicry. It used
color, proportion, and other design elements to convey a moral reality. The physical building pointed people to
the idealistic principles of heaven. Like how the monks renounced the physical world with its inherent misery
and uncleanliness, the united community at large could seek toward this goal. In themselves, things might
inspire distrust because of their disorder, their frailty, their seeming hostility. But things were more than they
seemed. Suger used gold, jewels, and colorful glass as a propaganda device. In what manner it be inherent in
this world the golden door defines: The dull mind rises to truth through that which is material and, in seeing
this light, is resurrected from its former submersion. But mysticism was tempered by rational thought and
reasoning. The modern structural forms and architectural methods in Saint Denis contributed to a paradigm
shift where the people became less mystically minded and more scientific.
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A study of the music and ritual at Saint-Denis from the 6th to the 16th century, based on an examination of the liturgical
books and archival sources relating to the abbey, in particular the.

Rebuilt and enlarged approximately four times from the 7th through 13th centuries, the Abbey Church of
Saint-Denis realized its unique status as pioneer in Gothic architecture under the innovative guidance of Abbot
Suger This lighter, skeletal design permitted increased elevation and freed the walls from a primary
load-bearing capacity, allowing extensive use of stained glass windows in a higher, more spacious, and
light-filled interior. Sculptures on the church portals, meanwhile, developed into a level of figurative
sophistication not seen since Late Antiquity fig. The rich sculptural art of the church includes both striking
Biblical figures created during the Late Romanesque and Early Gothic era of Suger, and a notable series of
Late Gothic tomb effigies of French rulers. Spacious double ambulatory of Saint-Denis, enlarged by Abbot
Suger, with the uniform ribbed vaulting photo: The Legend of St. Denis and creation of the Abbey Church:
According to a 9th century Carolingian legend, St. Denis, the first bishop of Lutetia Roman Paris , was
beheaded around AD by Roman soldiers in Montmartre, but then walked away with his severed head in his
hands beyond the center of Paris before dying. Various 5th-9th century legends say he was buried in a
clandestine ceremony after his martyrdom near the Roman town of Catolacus, about 11 km north of Paris.
Rusticus and Eleutherius, companions of St. Denis referred to as the "Holy Martyrs" by Abbot Suger, may
have been buried with him. In about AD , St. Denis was reburied in a Gallo-Roman cemetery at the eventual
site of the monastery named for him. Denis, whose burial site had begun to attract many pilgrims. This small
Merovingian church was enlarged between by Dagobert I, the official founder of Saint-Denis, who also
established a Benedictine monastery to regulate pilgrimages. Abbot Fulrad substantially rebuilt the church in
In this church, a martyrium, or crypt holding the remains of saints and martyrs as a shrine for prayer, was also
added under the choir. When Suger became abbot of Saint-Denis in , he began plans to renovate the old late
8th century Carolingian Abbey Church, which had become too small to hold the entire congregation on the
main religious feast days. Bernard of Clairvaux, who believed that secular persons should be excluded from
the house of God, Suger wished to welcome as great a crowd as possible. The abbey had also gained an
increasingly prominent position in France as a result of its close ties with the French monarchy. Granted royal
recognition by King Louis VI in , this market supported the development of a town around the abbey
Bussmann In particular, a donation of royal incomes from the lendit market by King Louis VI, a
long-standing friend of Abbot Suger, facilitated plans for renewing the Abbey Church. The two bays with two
flanking towers and chapels in the upper stories were consecrated on July 9, This involved three sculptured
portals, three levels with different kinds of openings, and a crowning rose window flanked by two towers only
one was ever built at Saint-De nis. The creation of a royal portal as well as the introduction of a statue, most
likely Christ, on the trumeau or the central stone pillar of a two-leaved portal had a powerful influence on later
portal decorations. These Old Testament figures not only represented early protagonists of Christendom, but
also alluded to the divine right of the French rulers, following in the succession of biblical kings. The more
ornate sculptural fragments contrast sharply with the more primitive Romanesque art found in the Paris region
at that time. In contrast, the jamb figures of the north portal ca. The tympanum of the central portal, which
closely resembles the earlier Romanesque style, was reserved for the dramatic theme of the Last Judgment,
one of the most popular in Gothic cathedrals. Christ enthroned is flanked by the apostles and the Virgin Mary;
below, the dead ascend from their coffins. The archivolts or decorated arch of the portal are filled with the
twenty-four elders of the Apocalypse, and the doorposts with the Wise and Foolish Virgins - all to become
standard themes in Gothic cathedrals. Fragments of two conjoined heads of the apostles and the two elders,
now at the Louvre, reveal the Gothic concern for sculptural volume in the heavy treatment of the flesh and the
typical feature of thick rimmed eyes. This portal also contains the original 12th century carvings of the Dove
and the Lamb, as well as God and Christ. The north doorway now contains a 19th century relief of the
Martyrdom of St. Denis as well as a statue of the Virgin on the trumeau. Denis is portrayed in his final hours
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holding his decapitated head, near the original 12th century carvings of the signs of the Zodiac on the
doorjambs. The south portal illustrates the Last Communion of St. Denis, with the original heads replaced in
the 19th century. A sculpture of St. Denis, carved in a fully developed naturalistic style of the early 13th
century, was once located on the gable. Recovery of the sculptural head of Moses and a prophet fig. The portal
of the north transept, known as the Porte des Valois fig. Although carved between , this portal was not erected
until the 13th century. The sculptural program included thirty crowned figures in the voussoirs truncated
wedges making up the arch , framing the scene of the Martyrdom of Saint-Denis. Six statues of kings,
variously interpreted as the elders of the Apocalypse, the kings of France, or vassals of St. Denis, occupied the
door embrasures. In contrast to the statues of the royal portal, however, there is at Saint-Denis a much more
delicate treatment of the flesh with narrow almond-shaped eyes and slender foreheads. Saint-Denis held
several cloisters, at least one of which contained an interesting variety of Gothic art. The close resemblance to
the north transept statues, moreover, suggests that both belonged to the same workshop. The identity of this
figure may have been inscribed on the destroyed scroll that he once held. Other remains from Saint-Denis
preserved at the Louvre include a fragment with the heads of three men carved with characteristic Gothic
realism, and a capital decorated with interwoven foliage and four harpies. Two abaci adorned with the
Corinthian acanthus leaves dating to the middle of the 12th century, as well as the base of twin columns and a
double capital, may have also belonged to the cloisters. Apart from the sculptural innovations at Saint-Denis,
architectural additions made by Abbot Suger also initiated several trends of the Gothic tradition. When Pierre
de Montreuil rebuilt the naves and transepts in the 13th century, the rose window occupied the north and south
transepts as well as the open triforium below. The north transept was originally intended to contain two
towers, but due to cessation of work, the second tower was never added. The upper story on the north side
contains other innovative features such as double span flying buttresses ca. In contrast to the innovations of
the west side, the exterior of the east end reflects a greater combination of Romanesque and Gothic features.
The more conservative apse ca. French Gothic Architecture of the 12th and 13th centuries. Die Geburt der
Gotik. Paris und die Ile de France. Die Metropole und das Herzland Frankreichs. Von der antiken Lutetia bis
zur Millionenstadt. Birthplace of Gothic Art and Architecture in Vol. The complete text may be obtained in
the printed version of the magazine.
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5: The Service-Books of the Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis : Anne Walters Robertson :
A study of the music and ritual at Saint-Denis from the sixth to the sixteenth century, this book is based on an
examination of the liturgical books and archival sources relating to the abbey, in particular the surviving service-books,
which tell us much about the history of the music and of the Divine Office at Saint-Denis.

Smarthistory - Birth of the Gothic: Abbot Suger and the Ambulatory at St. Denis [5] Saint Denis , a patron
saint of France, became the first bishop of Paris. He was decapitated on the hill of Montmartre in the mid-third
century with two of his followers, and is said to have subsequently carried his head to the site of the current
church, indicating where he wanted to be buried. A martyrium was erected on the site of his grave, which
became a famous place of pilgrimage during the fifth and sixth centuries. Dagobert, the king of the Franks
reigned to , refounded the church as the Abbey of Saint Denis, a Benedictine monastery. An early vita of Saint
Eligius describes the shrine: Above all, Eligius fabricated a mausoleum for the holy martyr Denis in the city of
Paris with a wonderful marble ciborium over it marvelously decorated with gold and gems. He composed a
crest [at the top of a tomb] and a magnificent frontal and surrounded the throne of the altar with golden axes in
a circle. He placed golden apples there, round and jeweled. He made a pulpit and a gate of silver and a roof for
the throne of the altar on silver axes. He made a covering in the place before the tomb and fabricated an
outside altar at the feet of the holy martyr. The north transept rose features the Tree of Jesse. The south
transept rose shows the Creation. Architecture[ edit ] The Basilica of St Denis ranks as an architectural
landmarkâ€”as the first major structure of which a substantial part was designed and built in the Gothic style.
As it now stands, the church is a large cruciform building of "basilica" form; that is, it has a central nave with
lower aisles and clerestory windows. It has an additional aisle on the northern side formed of a row of chapels.
The west front has three portals, a rose window and one tower, on the southern side. The eastern end, which is
built over a crypt, is apsidal , surrounded by an ambulatory and a chevet of nine radiating chapels. The basilica
measures meters long, and its width is 39 meters. The Carolingian church[ edit ] Little is known about the
earliest buildings on the site. The first church mentioned in the chronicles was begun in under Pepin the Short
and completed under Charlemagne , who was present at its consecration in By the Abbey had been granted a
remunerative whaling concession on the Cotentin Peninsula. Before leaving, Christ healed the leper, tearing
off his diseased skin to reveal a perfect complexion underneath. Having been consecrated by Christ, the fabric
of the building was itself regarded as sacred. In his famous account of the work undertaken during his
administration, Suger was careful to explain and justify his decision to rebuild the church, complaining at
length about the parlous state of the old structure and its inability to cope with the crowds of pilgrims visiting
the shrine of St Denis, particularly Apse and northern facade, lithography by Felix Benoist. Like many French
clerics in the 12th century AD, he was a follower of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite , a 6th-century mystic
who equated the slightest reflection or glint with divine light. Both remain anonymous but their work can be
distinguished on stylistic grounds. The first, who was responsible for the initial work at the western end,
favoured conventional Romanesque capitals and moulding profiles with rich and individualised detailing. His
successor, who completed the western facade and upper stories of the narthex , before going on to build the
new choir, displayed a more restrained approach to decorative effects, relying on a simple repertoire of motifs,
which may have proved more suitable for the lighter Gothic style that he helped to create. Only the south
tower survives; the north tower was dismantled following a tornado which struck in The rose window at the
centre of the upper story of the west portal was also innovative and influential. Although small circular
windows oculi within triangular tympana were common on the west facades of Italian Romanesque churches,
this was probably the first example of a rose window within a square frame, which was to become a dominant
feature of the Gothic facades of northern France soon to be imitated at Chartres Cathedral and many others.
These were also adopted at the cathedrals of Paris and Chartres, constructed a few years later, and became a
feature of almost every Gothic portal thereafter. Above the doorways, the central tympanum was carved with
Christ in Majesty displaying his wounds with the dead emerging from their tombs below. Of the original
sculpture, very little remains, most of what is now visible being the result of rather clumsy restoration work in
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He prays that by your prayers he should become a sharer in Paradise. The year when it was consecrated was
the one thousand, one hundred and fortieth year of the Word. The choir Second phase: He wanted a choir
chancel that would be suffused with light. It was the first time that these features had all been drawn together,
and the style evolved radically from the previous Romanesque architecture by the lightness of the structure
and the unusually large size of the stained glass windows. The nave The new structure was finished and
dedicated on 11 June , in the presence of the King. Through the rule of the Angevin dynasty , the style was
introduced to England and spread throughout France, the Low Countries , Germany, Spain, northern Italy and
Sicily. That plan was fulfilled in when the bones of 16 former kings and queens were relocated to new tombs
arranged around the crossing, 8 Carolingian monarchs to the south and 8 Capetians to the north. The dark
Romanesque nave, with its thick walls and small window-openings, was rebuilt using the very latest
techniques, in what is now known as Rayonnant Gothic. Solid masonry was replaced with vast window
openings filled with brilliant stained glass all destroyed in the Revolution and interrupted only by the most
slender of bar tracery â€”not only in the clerestory but also, perhaps for the first time, in the normally dark
triforium level. The upper facades of the two much-enlarged transepts were filled with two spectacular
12m-wide rose windows. The abbey, a symbol of the royals, was completely demolished in ; only the church
was left standing. Many sepulchral monuments had been stowed away. In March the culture ministry signed
an accord with the association, officially launching the reconstruction project, with works expected to
commence in the spring of Some monarchs, like Clovis I â€” , were not originally buried at this site. The
abbey church contains some fine examples of cadaver tombs. The effigies of many of the kings and queens are
on their tombs, but their bodies were removed during the French Revolution. The ancient monarchs were
removed in August to celebrate the revolutionary Festival of Reunion, then the Bourbon and Valois monarchs
were removed to celebrate the execution of Marie Antoinette in October The bodies were dumped into three
trenches and covered with lime to destroy them. The bodies of several Plantagenet monarchs of England were
likewise removed from Fontevraud Abbey during the French Revolution. The Alleged Head of King Henry IV
of France in ; his tomb was ransacked during the French Revolution Napoleon Bonaparte reopened the church
in , but left the royal remains in their mass graves. In the restored Bourbons ordered the mass graves to be
opened, but only portions of three bodies remained intact. The remaining bones from bodies were collected
into an ossuary in the crypt of the church, behind marble plates bearing their names. The body of the Dauphin ,
who died of an illness, was buried in an unmarked grave in a Parisian churchyard near the Temple. The coffins
of royal family members who died between and were also placed in the vaults. Under the direction of architect
Viollet-le-Duc , famous for his work on Notre-Dame de Paris , church monuments that had been taken to the
Museum of French Monuments were returned to the church. The corpse of King Louis VII , who had been
buried at Barbeau Abbey and whose tomb had not been touched by the revolutionaries, was brought to
Saint-Denis and buried in the crypt. In , the mummified heart of the Dauphin, the boy who would have been
Louis XVII , was sealed into the wall of the crypt. It contains numerous innovations opening the romantic
area, in particular the very first Barker lever. With 3 manuals and one pedal , it is protected by the Monument
historique label. Pierre Pincemaille , unic titular organist during 30 years between and , set up lots of recitals
between and , then between and , and recorded 8 CDs with this instrument.
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6: Music and ritual at Papal Avignon, - ECU Libraries Catalog
The service-books of the Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis: Images of ritual and music in the Middle Ages / Anne Walters
Robertson.

The Abbey of Saint-Denis is situated in a small town to which it has given its name, about four miles north of
Paris. St-Denis Dionysius , the first bishop of Paris and his companions martyred in , were buried here and the
small chapel built over the spot became a famous place of pilgrimage during the fifth and sixth centuries. In
King Dagobert founded the abbey for Benedictine monks , replacing the original chapel by a large basilica, of
which but little now remains. He and his successors enriched the new foundation with many gifts and
privileges and, possessing as it did the shrine of St-Denis, it became one of the richest and most important
abbeys in France. In it was made exempt from episcopal jurisdiction. A new church was commenced in by
Charlemagne , at the consecration of which Christ, according to popular tradition, was supposed to have
assisted in person. During the ninth century irregularities crept in and the monks transformed themselves into
canons with a relaxed rule. Abbot Hilduin tried in vain to reform them and was obliged to retire for a time,
with a few of the more fervent monks , to a neighboring priory. At length, however, he succeeded in bringing
about a better state of things and was able to resume the government of his abbey. From that time forward its
splendour and importance continued to increase under the wise rule of a succession of great abbots , to whom
the right of pontificalia was granted by Alexander III in Most famous perhaps amongst these was Suger , the
thirty-sixth of the series The present church of St-Denis was commenced by him about and marks the
beginning of the Gothic tendency in architecture and its transition from the Romanesque style. The abbey
figured prominently in the history of France and its abbots were for several centuries amongst the chief
seigneurs of the kingdom. The "Oriflamme", originally the banner of the abbey , became the standard of the
kings of France and was suspended above the high altar , whence it was only removed when the king took the
field in person. Its last appearance was at the battle of Agincourt in Joan of Arc hung up her arms in the
church of St-Denis in Many kings and princes and other noble persons were buried there and three of the
Roman pontiffs stayed in the abbey at different times: Another great abbot , Matthieu de Vendome, acted as
administrator of the kingdom when St. Louis went to the Crusades in After the Council of Trent the Abbey of
St-Denis became the head of a congregation of ten monasteries , and in it was united, with its dependent
houses, to the new Congregation of St-Maur, when its conventual buildings were entirely reconstructed. In
Louis XIV suppressed the abbacy and united the monastery with its revenues to the royal house of noble ladies
at St-Cyr, founded by Madame de Maintenon. The abbey was finally dissolved at the revolution , when much
damage was done to the church and tombs. The relics of St-Denis, which had been transferred to the parish
church of the town in , were brought back again to the abbey in It is now a "national monument" and one of
the show-places of Paris. Many of the chartularies and other manuscripts relating to its history are now either
in the Archives Nationales or the Bibliotheque Nationale. About this page APA citation. In The Catholic
Encyclopedia. Robert Appleton Company, This article was transcribed for New Advent by John Looby.
Dedicated to Denis Gainty. The editor of New Advent is Kevin Knight. My email address is webmaster at
newadvent. Dedicated to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
7: Abbey church of Saint-Denis | church, Saint-Denis, France | www.enganchecubano.com
The Service-Books of the Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis (hardcover). The Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis was founded in
honour of Dionysius, one of seven missionaries sent from Rome to Gaul around

8: CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Abbey of Saint-Denis
The Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis is a book about the history of the Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis by Sumner McKnight
Crosby. This article about a book on architecture or urbanism is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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9: History of the monument
The Service Books Of The Royal Abbey Of Saint Denis: Images Of Ritual And Music In The Middle Ages > Top Shelves
Top shelves for The Service Books Of The Royal Abbey Of Saint Denis (showing of 8).
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